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MECIR

 Methodological Expectations of Cochrane
Intervention Reviews

 Set of conduct standards

 Set of reporting standards

 Set of standards for plain language summaries
(PLEACS)

 Currently for new not updated reviews



MECIR

 Developed by editors & methodologists, feedback
incorporated from Cochrane entities

 Explicitly draws on Handbook advice

 Intended to provide clarity to authors, CRGs, editors
& readers

 What should be done in conducting a review

 What the review should report



Conduct

Cochrane Editorial Unit



What do we mean by conduct?

Cochrane Editorial Unit

 Process for doing a systematic review

 Pre-defining objectives & criteria (C2, C5)

 Assessing studies for inclusion (C5 to C13)

 Collecting data (C43 to C61)

 Analysing data (C62 to C74)



Reporting



What do we mean by reporting?

 How processes or outputs are conveyed to a reader

 Describing search (R34-38) or data collection (R40,41)
process

 Presenting graphical overview of bias assessments
(R72,74)

 Reporting findings of analyses (R81)

 Commenting on strength of evidence or applicability of
review findings (R88)

Cochrane Editorial Unit



MECIR

 Developed from PRISMA

 In MECIR each item considered either

 Mandatory (compliance required for publication)

 Highly desirable (generally should be done)

 Some are expectations of process

 Duplicate data collection (mandatory)

 Searching reference lists of other reviews (highly
desirable)



MECIR

 Some standards are fairly obvious

 List names and affiliations of all the review authors (R2)

 Back up all key supporting statements with references
(R21)

 List all sources searched (R34 follows from C36)

 Some necessitate degree of judgment

 Tools used to assess risk of bias (R46 follows from C52)



MECIR

 Some conditional on review question

 If health economics evidence is being reviewed, state this
explicitly in the Objectives (as secondary objective)
(R24-25)

 Some conditional on review results

 If a review identifies no eligible studies, restrict the
Results section to a description of the flow of studies
and any brief comments about reasons for exclusion of
studies (R56)



Summary of Findings

We are now adding a sentence under Data Collection &
Analysis:

‘We plan to include at least one Summary of Findings table
in our review. In this we will summarise the primary
outcomes for the most important comparison. If we feel
there are several major comparisons or that our findings
need to be summarised for different populations we will
include further Summary of Findings tables’.

This is because we are encouraging all author teams to
include Summary of Findings tables (see MECIR C75 and
76).





PLS



MECIR

 Plain language summary 12 standards

 Clear title

 Population of interest

 The primary outcome

 Lay description of the quality of the evidence

 Consistency with the abstract and review

 Jargon-free

 International audience



International audiences

Cochrane summary translations now in

French: 3936
Spanish: 5124
Croatian: 111
Portuguese: 44
Traditional Chinese: 64
Simplified Chinese: 100

http://summaries.cochrane.org/

http://summaries.cochrane.org/


MECIR

International audiences

 MECIR

 The Iberoamerican Cochrane Centre has translated the
conduct and reporting standards into Spanish.



MECIR in languages other than English
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